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Note: 1) Answer all questi

2) Answer five questNY.:Ir.

[Max. Marks: 75Time: 3 Hours]

B.

PART- A (25 Marks)

-7

1. Write the expression for Vx A in cylindrical co-ordinates. 2

~ 2. Writethe expression for the Dirac delta function 8 (t - r;) in cylindrical and spherical
co-ordinate systems. 3

3. For a two dimensional system in which r =.JX2 + y2 . Write the expression for V2V. 3

4. A scalar function V is independent of 'x' and 'z'. The gradient of V is '20 y' in the
y-direction. Given V = 10 at y =0, find 'V'. 3

5. Determine the divergence and curl of A = x 2 a: - y2 -;y where a:, a: are unit vectors
along x and y axis respectively. 3

-7

6. A circular loop of 10 em radius is located in the x - y plane in a B field given by

B =(0.5 cos 37 t) (3a; + 4;: ) (Tl determine the voltage induced in the loop). 3

7. Express the magnetic vector potential directly in terms of source current. 2
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8. A losses dielectric has Er=:10,Ilr = 1,cr= 20n S/m. An electric field
~

E =200sin rot a: (V I m) exists in thedielectric.At what frequencywill the
conduction current density and ther .wt

.

c

..

urrent density have equal
amplitudes? ~ ':i' "

~ 'c-'
nI ~

9. Show that for a sinusoidally va " duction current and the

displacement current are always dt~ ~ach other by 90° in time.
...~$~c~(\

10. The electric and magnetic fields in free space in a spherical co-ordinate system
are

2

2

~ 10

(

41t

J

~

E =--;-sin6cos rot- 3 ae V 1m

.
~ 10

(
41t

J

~

H= sin8cos rot-- aej>Aim120m 3 '"

Determine the instantaneous power flow. 2

PART- B (50 Marks)

11. a) Determine by integration, the volume 'V' of a region defined in a cylindrical

1t

co-ordinate system as 1 ~ r ~ 2m, 0 ~ <t>~ 3" radians, and 0 ~ z ::; 1 m. Sketch

the appropriate figure. 5

(

~, ~ ~ ~

b) Derive the identity div g F )=g div F+(grad g). F where F is any vector field
and 'g' is any scalar field. 5
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12. a) A circular disk of radius 3 m carries a uniformly distributed charge of 450 1tJlC.

Calculate the force on a 75 JlC charge located on the axis of the disk and 4 m
from its centre. Draw the appropriate figure. 5

b) Obtain an expression for the capacitance of an isolated sphere of radius 'R'. 5

13. a) Derive a set of solutions to Laplace's equation in cylindrical co-ordinates starting

with V =R <I> . 5

b) A very long conducting cylinder of radius 'a' has a charge 'q' Coulombs/meter~

distributed along its length. Find the electric field strength E in air normal to the
surface of the cylinder. 5

~

14. a) Obtain an expression for the magnetic field intensitYH at a distance 'r' from
the center within a conductor carrying a current I. The radius of the wire is 'R'.
The current density is constant across the cross-section of the conductor. 5

b) From the expression r =-Jjro~(cr+ jro€) derive the expressions for ex,~. The

expression symbols have their usual meaning. 5

.. Er - tan(81 - 82) .

15. a) Prove for parallel polanzahon that Ei - tan(81+ 82) .The symbols have theIr

usual meanings. 5

b) Determine the reflection co-efficient for an electromagnetic wave incident normally
on a sheet of iron. The corresponding parameters are:

Frequency (f) = 1 MHz

0"(iron) =1x 106m hos/m.

Jl =1000 Jlo

Jlo = 41tx 10-7 henry / ffi. 5
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16. a) A point charge 'q' is located at a distance 'h' above an infinite ground plane
which is a conductor. Find the displacement density normal to the plane.
Obtain an expression for surface charge density on the plane.

b) An infinitely long cylinder of radius 'a' is filled with a charge of uniform density
,p ,. If the potentialon the surfaceof the cylinderis V0' what is the potential
within the cylinder?

-7 -7 -7 -7

17. a) Evaluatethe line integralof thevectorfield F =a x+ 2ay + az alonga circular
arc of unit radius from (1, 0, 1) to (0, 1, 1).

b) Using the statement of ampere's work law for elemental area in cylindrical
-7

co-ordinates derive the expansion for V x H in these co-ordinates.

5

5

5

5


